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THE WEB



The Web is now 27 years old



Evolution of the Web



The Future of the Web?

What will the Web be like in 27 more years?

Hint:



THE “SEMANTIC WEB”



The “Semantic Web”

… what is the “Semantic Web”?



Semantic Web?

semantic web



Semantic Web?

“The Semantic Web will bring structure to the meaningful 
content of Web pages, creating an environment where 

software agents roaming from page to page can readily carry 
out sophisticated tasks for users.”

─ Berners-Lee et al. (2001) “The Semantic Web” 
Sci. American. 284(5):34–43.



The Semantic Web is …
… Tim Berners-Lee’s vision of the future Web?



The Semantic Web is …
… intelligent machines making sense of the Web?



Image by Cyganiak & Jentzsch ; http://lod-cloud.net

The Semantic Web is …
… Linking together Open Data?



The Semantic Web is …
… naming everything?



Image from http://www.digitaltimes.ie

The Semantic Web is …
… breaking down the walls between sites?



Image by Radar Networks; Nova Spivak; http://memebox.com/futureblogger/show/824

The Semantic Web is …
… Web 3.0?



The Semantic Web …
… is an active area of research in Comp. Sci.?

Not pictured:



The Semantic Web is …
… a stack of Web standards for interoperability?



The Semantic Web is …
… something that must die?

Tom Coates; See talk: https://vimeo.com/21829271



…

The Semantic Web is …
… a Buzzword?



The Semantic Web is…

…
…cf. “What is the Web?”



WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE 
CURRENT WEB?



The current Web is fantastic!

… but can the Web be better?



The current Web is document-centric



The current Web is document-centric



(Most of it) Makes sense to humans



… assuming they speak the language



Even worse for machines



Even worse for machines



What machines on the Web can do



What machines on the Web can do



This (with some “tricks”) works really well



Can even get “direct answers” now



THE WEB IS GREAT …
… WHAT’S THE PROBLEM …



Horses were great too …



At its core, Google is still just doing …
(… but really really well)



Google does not change the fact that …



PROBLEM WITH CURRENT WEB:
LITERATURE VETERANS



Doing a report for university …

Wants to find all:
– Nobel Prize winners in Literature
– Who fought in at least one war
– The year they won the prize
– And the year the war(s) started

… how would you solve this?



Lots of Wikipedia Tabs …

…



The Laureate Algorithm (27 years on)

results := ∅
for all nobel-lit-winner in wiki-list

year-prize := year of nobel-lit-winner
wars := search “war”, “conflict”, “battle” in nobel-lit-winner
for all war in wars

year-war := starting year of war
add nobel-lit-winner, year-prize, war, year-war to results

end
end
return  results



The Laureate Algorithm (54 years on?)

results := ∅
for all nobel-lit-winner-and-wars in magical-sem-web-results()

add nobel-lit-winner-and-wars to results
end
return  results



PROBLEM WITH CURRENT WEB:
FINDING A DESSERT



Going to dinner party …

Looking for a recipe:
– Must be a dessert
– Must be citrus-free
– Must be gluten-free
– Ingredients available in local

supermarket(s)
– Cheap (student)
– Must be delicious



Using the Current Web …



The Dessert Algorithm (27 years on)
candidates := ∅
for all recipe-site in google-results

for all dessert-recipe in recipe-site
if dessert-recipe  type looks-delicious

suitable := true
for all ingredient in dessert-recipe

if searchNutrition(ingredient) type   wheat or  lemon or  lime …
suitable := false

else if  searchShops(ingredient) type  null or  expensive
suitable := false

end
end
if  suitable  add  dessert-recipe to  candidates end

end
end

end
return  candidates



candidates := ∅
for all safe-cheap-local-dessert-recipe in magical-sem-web-results()

if safe-cheap-local-dessert-recipe  type  looks-delicious
add  safe-cheap-local-dessert-recipe to candidates end

end
end
return  candidates

The Dessert Algorithm (54 years on?)



for all safe-cheap-local-dessert-recipe in magical-sem-web-results()

The Dessert Algorithm (54 years on?)



BEING MORE EXPLICIT ON STEP 2



Let’s look at this recipe …



Can machines be taught to understand?



Searle’s Chinese Room …



Searle’s Chinese Room: B214

… what should the output be?



Multiple symbols, one meaning …



One symbol, multiple meanings …



Multiple ways to say the same thing …



Multiple meanings for the same saying …



Not saying what is meant …



You get the idea …



BRIDGING THE SEMANTIC GAP
ON THE WEB



Searle’s Chinese Room



What if we could “structure” everything …



One symbol, one meaning …



One symbol, one meaning …



One (simple) way to say one thing …



Structured Chinese Room

… what might the output be?



Structured Chinese Room



Structured Chinese Room II

… what might the output be?



Structured Chinese Room II



Structured Chinese Room II



Structured Chinese Room II



Structured Chinese Room II



Structured Chinese Room II



(1) Data, (2) Query, (3) Rules/Ontologies



THE SEMANTIC WEB



The Semantic Web is now about 16 years old

… so where is it then?



Hidden within the Web … let’s have a look



GOOGLE’S RICH SNIPPETS



Fancy-looking search results …

… how does Google know the 
ratings, minutes, calories …?



Publishers add structured data!!

Publishers get more clicks on their results
Google gets data to make fancy results



schema.org (Bing, Google, Yahoo!, Yandex)

80



GOOGLE’S KNOWLEDGE GRAPH



Google’s info-box



Google’s Semantic Search



Using Semantic Web knowledge-bases



FACEBOOK 
OPEN GRAPH PROTOCOL



On Facebook …

Facebook want to know
what pages linked in 
comments are about



Elsewhere on the Web …

Facebook wants to know what you like on other sites …
is it a movie, a recipe … 



Facebook Open Graph Protocol



DATA-FYING WIKIPEDIA:
WIKIDATA



What is Wikidata?



Problem 1: Different language versions 
manually edited by users 



Problem 2: Complex lists of things 
manually edited by users



Alexis scores a goal …

Now an army of human editors has to 
manually update a bunch of articles:

different languages, lists, …



Solution: Wikidata

• Collaboratively edit structured data in one 
place, with multi-lingual labels



Wikidata Activity



Wikidata facts about Abraham Lincoln



Query Service …



Query Service …



(Hidden slide)
• PREFIX wd: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/>
• PREFIX wdt: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/>
• PREFIX p: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/>
• PREFIX ps: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/statement/>
• PREFIX pq: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/qualifier/>
• PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

• SELECT DISTINCT ?laureateName ?awardYear ?warName ?warYear
• WHERE {
• ?laureate p:P166 ?award .            # Winner of some prize
• ?award ps:P166 wd:Q37922 .           # Prize is Nobel Pr. in Lit.
• ?award pq:P585 ?awardDate .          # Get the date of the award
• BIND(YEAR(?awardDate) as ?awardYear) # Get the year of the award
• ?laureate wdt:P607 ?war .            # Find war(s) laureate was in
• ?war rdfs:label ?warName .           # Get name(s) of war(s)
• ?war wdt:P580 ?warStart . # Get year the war started
• BIND(YEAR(?warStart) as ?warYear)
• ?laureate rdfs:label ?laureateName . # Get name of laureate
• FILTER(lang(?warName)="en"           # Filter for English
• && lang(?laureateName)="en")       #  ...  names only
• } ORDER BY ?awardYear # Order by year or award
• https://query.wikidata.org/



The Laureate Algorithm (54 years on?)

results := ∅
for all nobel-lit-winner-and-wars in magical-sem-web-results()

add nobel-lit-winner-and-wars to results
end
return  results



One day: automatically update articles



STANDARDISING OPEN DATA:
LINKED OPEN DATA



How to publish Open Data?

5-Star Linking Open Data Scheme



The Linked Data Cloud



Geographical Data:
Geonames

105



Linked Government Data:
data.gov

106



Linked Government Data:
data.gov.uk
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Linked Government Data:
datos.gob.cl



Life Sciences

109



Life Sciences

110



Life Sciences

111



E-Commerce

112



New York Times Meta-data

113

http://data.nytimes.com/schools/schools.html



BBC Music

114



BBC World Cup
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BBC Olympics
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BBC News
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THE WEB OF DATA



“Turning the Web into a 
global database”



ABOUT THE COURSE …



Topics Covered

• RDF (triple-based data model)
• RDFS/OWL (ontological languages)
• SPARQL (query language)
• Linked Data / Web of Data
• RDB2RDF (importing databases to Sem. Web.)
• Applications, research, discussion



Structure of the course

• Each week:
– Class on Monday (learn concepts)
– Lab on Wednesday (see concepts in practice)

• Marking structure:
– 45% labs
– 25% project / reading group (TBC)
– 30% exam



Outcomes: Learn About the Semantic Web!

• An ongoing research topic here in the DCC

• Apply database, logic, AI, etc., to the Web!

• Mix of concepts and practical exercises

• See what the future Web (might) look(s) like!



Questions?


